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Abstract

A downside of a large order is its price impact on markets, affecting the effective final execution cost
for said order, presenting a challenge to the quality of execution and settlement price when order size is
proportionally large versus available liquidity conditions. Notably, in cryptocurrency markets on-chain many
tail-end tokens have a public market for price discovery, but that price begins to be an unfeasible target
when the trader even has an order of modest size due to the underlying thin liquidity conditions. To reach
the next level of utility for traders, the prices quoted by thin on-chain markets need to be usable at a richer
depth than what current architectures practically achieve.

We introduce the SIZE design, as a new primitive for executing large orders efficiently on-chain in its own
market architecture. Firstly, SIZE does not aim to originate price discovery, but rather has a “know-nothing”
design for its own liquidity, that determines quote and settlement prices by referencing an external market
price oracle. Secondly, SIZE protects incoming trader orders by treating them as commitment to block trade
against its own liquidity over a time duration where final settlement is at the price oracle’s time-weighted
average at the end of the elapsed time. To address price impact for traders, the SIZE design combines the
dynamics and benefits of two distinct execution approaches: a) physically partitioning an order over time
and b) block settlement. Practically speaking, the protocol enables traders to execute large orders at TWAP
(time-weighted average price) of a pre-specified price oracle against SIZE’s liquidity providers. The trader
execution experience is at a fixed fee and no price impact, over a time window anticipated on the scale of
minutes to hours to days, with all-or-nothing (fill or kill) execution outcomes. Furthermore, we discuss SIZE
as a realization of prior on-chain time-weighted market designs like time weighted automated market maker
(TWAMM)[4]. Finally we discuss configuration concerns and future work for improving practical trading
outcomes with price impact in-mind.

1 Introduction & Background

The Challenges of Large Order Execution. Large order execution presents a challenge on markets for a
variety of reasons. A downside of large orders is price impact, or the resulting movement of the market caused by
the execution of said trade. For instance, in limit order book (LOB) market architectures and even CFMMs[5],
a large order will cause price impact simply because filling the order requires crossing numerous levels of market
depth. The result is taking significant liquidity away from one side of the market (hence increasing/decreasing
prices) due to the sheer order size in relative comparison to available liquidity. The real price impact must
also factor in other residual effects of the order, like any second-order adverse selection related effects (i.e.
frontrunning of the large order, or just-in-time liquidity reactions). In all, this affects the efficacy of the final
execution cost for said order, presenting a challenge to the quality of execution and settlement price when order
size is proportionally large versus available liquidity conditions.

∗A revision of our TWAP whitepaper originally circulating October 2021.
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The Challenge of Modest Order Size on Thin Liquidity. Practically, the large order execution challenge
also extends to traders who place modest sized orders when trading on markets with thin liquidity. When
converting between two assets that are divergent in their respective global liquidity conditions (e.g. the trading
pair $ALT-$ETH, where $ALT is a globally thinly traded token) poor price impact outcomes also abound. For
instance, while the tens of thousands of tail-end tokens that trade on cryptocurrency markets on-chain have a
public market for price discovery (e.g. on Uniswap v2/v3) that price begins to be an unfeasible target when the
trader even has an order of modest size due to the underlying thin liquidity conditions. To reach the next level
of utility for traders, the prices quoted by thin on-chain markets need to be usable at a richer depth than they
currently allow1.

Current Execution Strategies. Traders deal with large taker order execution in a variety of manners,
which include strategies for partitioning the physical execution of the order, and even simply finding a better
counterparty flow to match their order against. In practice, this will take the form of a client (who has the
large order request) engaging an over-the-counter (OTC) broker, program trader, or an algorithmic execution
service to help facilitate their order - which may be served by any of the following approaches:

1. Partition Order on Routes. The trader physically divides a larger client order into several smaller
orders each to be routed to a different venue. The tactic tries to spread out the price impact across
as many accessible venues as feasible, usually each weighted by available liquidity or projected price
impact. However, each additional venue engaged may require an additional fixed overhead cost (e.g.
communication/connection, gas, commissions/fees).

2. Partition Order on Time. The trader can physically express a larger client order by placing a stream
of several smaller orders each spaced out by a time interval (usually fixed). This tactic tries to spread out
the price impact on a single venue, by executing only one smaller trade at a time. By spacing a sequence
of smaller orders with a time interval between them, the trader relies on a greater likelihood that natural
market fluctuation within each interval can absorb the smaller price impact before the next respective
order execution. However, as the total duration time extends, there is ongoing risk of market volatility
while the overall trade is being realized.

3. Block Settlement. To block trade, the trader needs to find a counterparty who is looking to go the
opposite direction of their trade and agree on a settlement procedure with the counterparty. This could
be as simple as converging on a price, or a richer approach like settling at a predetermined reference
benchmark, index or other function that produces a final settlement price. The benefit here is settlement
off-market, however in practice it requires the trader to have knowledge of other client flow and may be
infeasible for non-liquid assets.

SIZE: Zero Price Impact, Execution at Time-Weighted Average Price. We introduce the SIZE
design, as a new primitive for executing large orders efficiently on-chain in its own market architecture. Firstly,
SIZE does not aim to originate price discovery, but rather has a “know-nothing” design for its own liquidity, that
determines quote and settlement prices by referencing an external market price oracle. Secondly, SIZE protects
incoming trader orders by treating them as commitment to block trade against its own liquidity over a time
duration where final settlement is at the price oracle’s time-weighted average at the end of the elapsed time. To
address price impact for traders, the SIZE design combines the dynamics and benefits of two distinct execution
approaches: a) physically partitioning an order over time and b) block settlement. Practically speaking, the
protocol enables traders to execute large orders at TWAP (time-weighted average price) of a pre-specified price
oracle against SIZE’s liquidity providers. The trader experience is at a fixed fee and no price impact over a
time window anticipated on the scale of minutes to hours to days, with all-or-nothing (fill or kill) execution
outcomes.

1While higher throughput L1 blockchains may lower the barrier to feasibly running full limit order books (LOB) in their
cheaper computational environments, the issue of mustering limited liquidity to create a low price impact trading environment is
still orthogonal to the choice of a LOB, as it requires the presence of savvy professional market makers to keep the order book
well-formed and deep.
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Furthermore, we discuss SIZE as a realization of prior on-chain time-weighted market designs like time
weighted automated market maker (TWAMM)[4]. We then provide discussion of SIZE configuration concerns,
such as price oracle choice, and second-order examination of surfaces for frontrunning. Finally we also highlight
areas for future work, for improving practical trading outcomes on-chain with price impact in-mind.

2 Protocol Design & Usage

All-in-one TWAP-based Settlement. The SIZE Protocol is designed to provide automatic time-weighted
average price (TWAP) execution of large orders that are otherwise costly and cumbersome to execute directly
on-chain. However, SIZE does not actually split the large order and fill each piece over time, the way a
conventional trader might target a TWAP trading outcome. SIZE Protocol keeps track of the TWAP of the
oracle over the specified period of time, and fills the entire order all at once at such TWAP at the end of this
period. It settles orders against its own supply of liquidity (i.e. liquidity providers in the form of a collective
reserve or pool). The only cost traders pay for the execution service is the fixed rate fee plus a gas cost. Most
importantly, there is no price impact, i.e. any order, as long as its size is accommodated by the liquidity reserves
at settlement-time, will then be filled at the corresponding reference TWAP.

Users. The value proposition for different categories of SIZE users are as follows:

1. Traders:

(a) Achieve emulated slippage-free trading on a benchmark reference market, while settling at SIZE.

(b) Hence getting the best execution price with fixed fees.

(c) Have no direct price impact on reference market, regardless of order size.

(d) Receive magnitudes of protection against arbitrageurs.

2. Market Makers / Liquidity Providers:

(a) Protected against toxic / arbitrage order flows.

(b) Earn fees with non-systematic (mean-zero) impermanent loss risk.

(c) Earn token rewards (i.e. liquidity incentives).

Use Cases. The SIZE Protocol serves as a solution in the following use cases we envision2:

1. Serve swaps in/out of a token at the price discovered by an existing on-chain reference market (e.g.
Uniswap v2 pool), allowing execution at zero price impact.

2. Serve as an on-chain venue for over-the-counter (OTC) style orders to settle, for clients who prefer the
following qualities:

(a) trading via smart contracts interaction versus contacting a trading desk.

(b) being directly served by peer-to-peer liquidity.

(c) direct on-chain order settlement.

Naturally market participants that seek OTC-like experience on-chain will find the value proposition most
relevant (e.g. DAOs).

2For purposes of illustration we assume an Ethereum mainnet enviornment.
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3. Allow capital-efficient liquidity mirroring when an underlying asset has multiple “wrapped” versions that
are otherwise equivalent in underlying but are otherwise siloed due to different wrapping requirements (i.e.
jurisdictional). A zero price impact swap experience on less-liquid tokens can be created by referencing
a more-liquid asset with an equivalent underlying (i.e. wrapped tokens with the same “unwrapped”
underlying). Specifically we anticipate that an emergence of permissioned on-chain assets (i.e. KYC
verification required wrapping) would benefit from the ease of reusing one price discovery or liquidity
regime to allow its otherwise equivalent markets to trade slippage free.

How does SIZE serve the on-chain spot trading ecosystem?
SIZE takes the workflow of broker/OTC desk based trading, but reduces it to direct, on-chain protocol in-

teractions. In the following table, we outline how SIZE compares to other trading solutions both off-chain:
centralized exchange (CEX) sourced liquidity and block trade matching; and on-chain: aggregator routing and
bot executions.

Trade Approach
/ Venue

DeFi Primitive
/ SIZE

TWAP algo /
CEX

Block Trades /
OTC

Split venues
on-chain /
Aggregator a

Split time
on-chain /
Bot

Custody Self Centralized Centralized Self Self
Front-running Minimal Varies Varies Affected Affected
Counterparty
Risk

Smart Contract
Risk; Oracle
Risk

Credit Risk Credit Risk;
Asymmetric
information

Smart Con-
tract Risk
(router &
per venue)

Smart Con-
tract Risk;
Bot Permis-
sion

Order Size Lim-
itation

Contingent
on size of the
liquidity pool

Contingent on
CEX MM

Contingent on
CEX MM and
OTC sourcing
ability

Contingent
on on-chain
liquidity

Contingent
on on-chain
liquidity

Txn Type On-chain,
non-atomic
execution

Off-chain, based
on order book

Off-chain, based
on order book
and block settle-
ment

On-chain,
atomic for
individual
venues.

On-chain,
atomic for
individual
orders.

Pre-Trade
Preparation

Smart Contract
token spend ap-
proval

Algo parame-
ter setup and
platform on-
board/funding

Transaction
terms agree-
ment and
platform on-
board/funding

Smart Con-
tract token
spend ap-
proval

Smart Con-
tract token
spend ap-
proval, and
bot infra

Price Impact Zero Variable de-
pending on the
liquidity of the
tokens swapped

None to Small,
rely on find op-
posite order flow
matching.

Small Small

aLeading DeFi aggregators include 1inch, 0x Protocol, and Paraswap

3 Core Concepts

We present the core concepts to illustrate the parts or ideas that are important to defining SIZE’s architecture
and its user interface. We define the parts as follows, with respect to an implementation of SIZE on an Ethereum
Mainnet environment:

Pair / Pool. A pair (or pool) in the protocol is a smart contract that holds the ERC20 tokens where actual
events (swap/deposit/withdraw) happen. Currently SIZE only supports 2-token swapping (does not support
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multi-token swapping), so each pool contains only 2 tokens. Each trading pair (such as WBTC-WETH, USDC-
WETH) has its own pool.

Due to the delay mechanism, only the delay contract can directly interact with the pair contract, i.e. all the
swap/deposit/withdraw actions have to be invoked by the delay contract, and cannot be triggered by anyone
else.

For now, we define pair creation as a governance-controlled process instead of a templated permissionless
model such as in Uniswap. This is because pair creation in SIZE involves many other parameters including
oracle choice, fee rate, etc, that would be decided by governance.

Oracle. Oracle in the SIZE protocol is a smart contract that holds the reference to the external price oracle
and contains the math that supports swaps (given tokenIn calculate tokenOut, etc). Initially SIZE supports
Uniswap V2 oracle.

Curve. The curve is a mathematical function that calculates the swap amount. In Uniswap, the curve is a
constant product formula x*y=k, which implies (x+∆x)(y+∆y)=k, thus given ∆x one can calculate ∆y and
vice versa. In SIZE, the curve is a constant swap function, in otherwords, “flat”. Meaning that SIZE always fills
the order at the oracle TWAP price, regardless of order size (subject to liquidity reserves at settlement-time).
Therefore there is no price impact.

Delay. Delay in the SIZE protocol is a smart contract that serves as an intermediate layer between users and
the SIZE pool contracts. All user interactions with the SIZE protocol (swap/deposit/withdraw etc) must pass
through the delay contract. In particular, every user action (swap/deposit/withdraw) will be enqueued, and
experience a delay.

The key parameter (governance controlled) in the delay contract is the delay parameter. It dictates the time
period that has to elapse before any particular user action can start to be processed. The delay parameter can
range from minutes to hours to days. This delay parameter is also the time duration of the TWAP window.

Order. Order is an instruction struct that a user sends to the delay contract to be processed. An order can
be swap, deposit, or withdraw. Once an order is successfully sent, it will be enqueued in the system. After the
delay time has passed, the order will become eligible and will be processed in the order it is received. A swap
order will be filled at the TWAP price of the oracle over the window between the submit time and the execution
time.

Slippage Tolerance (for swap). Just like in any other decentralized trading platform, when a trader submits
a swap, typically they will also set a slippage tolerance parameter, to account for the potential difference in price
between submission and execution. For example, a tolerance of 0.5% means that the trader is willing to accept
up to 0.5% less tokenAmoutOut for final execution compared to the tokenAmoutOut estimated at submission
time. If tolerance is set to be small, then there is a higher chance that the swap transaction will revert. In
the event of a revert, the input token will be refunded back to the trader, but the trader will have expended
any incurred gas cost. On the other hand, “positive slippage” is also possible, meaning that at execution, the
amountOut could be greater than the amount quoted at submission time. The SIZE protocol gives back all
positive slippage to the trader.

Gas. In addition to paying the normal gas for submitting an Ethereum transaction, whenever a user interacts
with the protocol, they also need to prepay the gas that will be used in the future for the delay contract to
execute the order. Any unused gas that is left will be refunded back to user.

Bot. In order for orders to be executed smoothly, they must pass from the delay contract’s queue when they
are eligible, to the settlement step against the appropriate pool contract. Hence, a bot infrastructure is required
to run continuously to look for eligible orders to execute in this way. Once the bot sees eligible orders, it will
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initiate an Ethereum transaction to execute the order. Currently, the bot is whitelisted/set by admin, i.e. not
everyone can launch a functioning bot.

Single-Sided Deposit (SSD). SIZE supports Single-Sided Deposit (SSD) of a single token into a pair. Just
like SSD on other platforms (such as Balancer or Curve), what happens on the low level is effectively a partial
swap of the deposit token into the missing token, so that after the swap the proportion of the two tokens matches
with the pool token reserve ratio. In the same transaction, the tokens are deposited and LP token amounts are
proportionally calculated and given to the depositor.

Fee. In contrast to most decentralized trading platforms, trading fees generated by the protocol are actually
sent to the protocol treasury owned by governance instead of to liquidity providers (LPs). The compensation of
LPs for providing market-making service comes solely from token rewards. The fee rate parameter for each pool
is decided by governance, with the general principle that it is lower than the prevailing fee rate in the market.

4 Interacting with SIZE

All user interaction with the SIZE protocol is done through the delay contract which serves as the entry point
to the system. The following is a sequence of events that happens when a trader trades with SIZE:

1. Alice wants to sell 10000 $WETH into $USDC by trading the USDC-WETH pair on SIZE.

2. Alice sends 10000 $WETH into the delay contract, pays the gas for this Ethereum transaction, and also
prepays the gas (to the delay contract) for future execution of her order.

3. Once the order submission is mined, the order is enqueued in the system and is waiting to be processed.

4. After the delay time t has elapsed, Alice’s order becomes eligible for execution. The ecosystem bot that
is running in the background sees this and executes this transaction.

5. During execution, the delay contract sends the 10000 $WETH to the pair contract, calculates the amount
of $USDC as output, and sends the output $USDC to Alice. At this point, the trade has settled.

Note that as described above, steps one to three encompasses a first Ethereum network transaction initiated
by the user, while steps four to five involve a second network transaction sent by the bot3. In practice, the
transaction timestamps will be separated on the order of t+ ϵ where ϵ represents the time for a transaction to
be mined (contextual to the network conditions at that time).

5 On Front-running

Typical Front-running Scenario for AMM The typical front-running scenario for AMM goes as follows
[1]: At time t, a price shock happens, and the external world reflects it with an immediate price jump (say
on a centralized exchange where trading latency is low and information diffusion is quick). However, due to
the natural latency of blockchain (such as the natural consensus block time delay, etc), such information is not
immediately reflected in an AMM’s pricing. The price in the AMM is stale, leaving a gap between the AMM’s
price and the fair price. An arbitrageur sees this and can make an almost riskless profit by closing the price
gap. Such arbitrageur profit is LP’s loss[6].

3In the presence of additional orders in the delay contract, this second network transaction would include other eligible orders
that have not yet moved to settlement.
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How Does SIZE Prevent Front-running? Suppose at time t, the external price of a pair jumps to 110,
while the oracle spot price is still 100. An arbitrageur sees this and submits a buy order @100 to the SIZE
protocol (and sells @110 somewhere else to lock in profit). But under SIZE’s delay mechanism, their order will
not be processed until some time later (say 4 hours). After the delay, the on-chain price oracle will likely be
updated to be 110 to reflect the new price. Therefore at execution, the protocol will use price=110 to execute
the arbitrageur’s buy order, leaving no profit for the arbitrageur, and thus eliminates the front running effect.

MEV Resistance SIZE has economic MEV resistance due to the front-running barriers we discussed earlier
in this section, as well as the fact that SIZE’s liquidity curve is flat. Due to the two-part order commitment
and settlement, a front-runner would have to commit organic capital for time t (rather than take a flash loan
of intra-block capital)[3]. This also invalidates other variations of MEV techniques relying on intra-block order
sequence manipulations: just-in-time (JIT) liquidity attacks [2] or sandwiching an organic trade [2] now have
no economic benefit to achieve as they would be trading on the same flat curve as the prospective sandwich
victim at the settlement point after time t.

6 SIZE: External Oracle, Zero Price Impact focused TWAMM

SIZE is motivated by similar end objectives as other notable on-chain time-weighted market designs, most
notably the time weighted automated market maker (TWAMM). Both designs seek to use an automated market
maker (AMM) with pool reserves, and harness the passage of time to keep the overall execution cost of trades
(when considering final price impact) minimal. However, the largest difference is that TWAMM outlines a
design which is meant for primary price discovery (like in most AMMs), while SIZE focuses on zero price
impact executions and defers price discovery to its external price oracle. Other than this crucial factor, we
generally consider SIZE a stronger implementation of the TWAMM agenda for the following chief themes:

Laziest Settlement: Virtual Orders vs TWAP Primitive. At its core, TWAMM assumes a primary
market that continuously evaluates (though in a lazy fashion) the settlement of order slices against its reserves,
over time, which constitute virtual orders. It has to have a price curve which updates over time, as virtual
orders get physically evaluated/settled, albeit lazily. SIZE instead has an all-or-nothing single end settlement
step at the end of the TWAP duration. This achieves zero impact (no price curve) on an external TWAP price
from its oracle. In this way, SIZE represents an extreme point on the scale of lazy evaluation as the TWAP for
time t need only be pulled and executed against the pool at settlement time of a real order.

Stance on Cancellation. SIZE takes a hard stance on a “fill or kill” interface to reduce any “order
placement / order cancellation” game surface area that allows a vector of disingenuous (non-organic) trade flow
to interfere with other on-going but earlier orders. TWAMM tries to allow for the notion of partial fills of earlier
virtual orders, but as a consequence leaves the topic of cancellation as an implementation level design challenge
and future topic of discussion. Meanwhile, SIZE addresses cancellation explicitly to reduce any potential game
surface for manipulating in-flight orders.

Oracle Choices and Game Surfaces. Choosing a proper Oracle for SIZE is crucial to securing liquidity
provider funds of the SIZE liquidity pool. The potential for oracle risk comes when the SIZE pool’s total value
locked is proportionally large compared to its relatively small Oracle market. We find that pools of 2 million
USD notional and smaller get progressively more prone to sustained economic manipulation. One way to offset
the relative risk/volatility of lower liquidity Oracles is to extend the time t. Another family of approaches
is to use external incentives to coordinate boosting the liquidity of the external Oracle’s pool to resemble a
community run “security staking program”. We note that as SIZE will always present a visible side-trading-
queue of ongoing orders and a separate side-pool relative to its external Oracle, there may be a first-order game
surface for MEV-based opportunities that are capital-intensive in conjunction between SIZE and the external
Oracle’s pool. However, we note that like other game theory surfaces, there may be potential for second-order
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games (like “gaming the gamer” or second order “sandwiches”) to emerge over time as well if the first-order
manipulations naturally arise.

7 Conclusion

We introduced the SIZE design, as a new primitive for executing large orders efficiently on-chain in its own
liquidity pool, focusing on block settlement of orders over time, at zero price impact with respect to the prevailing
external TWAP (time-weighted average price) oracle. We discussed how SIZE is the zero price impact optimized
realization of other well-known state-of-the-art designs like time weighted automated market maker (TWAMM).
Finally we discussed promising paths for SIZE Protocol to serve traders on-chain alongside other known large
order trading solutions spanning both off-chain and on-chain.
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